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 Introduction: SuperKEKB and Belle II

 Introduction: D0-ഥD0 mixing and CP violation

 D0/ഥD0 tag and performance with D0 at Belle II

 D0-ഥD0 mixing and CP violation at Belle II

 Time-integrated CP asymmetry ACP at Belle II 



The SuperKEKB accelerator
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Belle II detector
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 Phase III @ Belle II: Physics run already started in 2019 



Belle II data
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 Belle II submitted first paper with

phase II data

 Belle II plan to have 50 ab-1 data



Charm meson data
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D0-ഥD0 mixing
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D0 and ഥD0 are flavor eigenstates, 

propagate and decays according to

D0 and ഥD0 are combinations

of mass eigenstates

The mass eigenstates 

develop in time as

Two parameters describe 

D0 and ഥD0 mixing

If either x or y are not 

zero, mixing occurs



D0-ഥD0 mixing
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 D0-ഥD0 mixing: only up-type quark meson system

K0⟺ഥ𝐊0,  Bd
0⟺ ഥBd

0 and Bs
0⟺ഥBs

0

 In Standard model (SM) , D0-ഥD0 mixing is

 GIM & CKM

 The SM predicts: |x|, |y| ~O(1%) 

 Precisely measured x and y

 Test SM prediction

 Sensitive to new physics

long distance (~1%)short distance (<0.1%)



CP violation
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 CP V @SM: phase in CKM

 @ charm sector: ~O(10-3)

 ~1% exp. sensitivity to observe NP

 Time integrated CP asymmetry ACP

 Decay @ D+ & Ds
+: direct CPV

 Decay @ D0: direct and indirect CPV combined

Direct CPV, |ഥAതf/Af| ≠ 1

CPV in mixing, |q/p|  1

CPV in interference, Arg(q/p)=f0



Status of D0-ഥD0 mixing and CPV
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 D0-ഥD0 mixing is well established, x and y are small than < 10-2

 If p = q, no CP violation

 If |q/p|  1, CP violation (CPV) occurs, |q/p| and Arg(q/p)= f

arXiv:1909.12524

 No evidence for CPV from D0-ഥD0 mixing |q/p|  1 and f  0.



Tag D0 and ഥD0
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 Decay e+e−⟶ cതc⟶ D∗ + X

 D0/ഥD0 tagged by ps of D*

 select D0/ഥD0 from cതc events by 

momentum of D0 at CMS > (about) 2.5GeV/c

 Determine D0/ഥD0 lifetime t and its 

 error st with vertices and momentum

D∗+ cതd →D0 cതu πs
+

D∗− തcd →ഥD0 തcu πs
−

 Partial reconstruction: B0-> D*+ l nl and D*+ -> D0pss

 High efficiency (~65%) and low mis-tagging rate

 Absolute branching fraction

 Low D0/ഥD0 yield ⇒ Belle II 



Prompt D0/ഥD0 flavor tag
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D0/ഥD0 mother in cതc events
 (New) ROE method: tag D0/ഥD0 from

non-charged D* decay
 Events with one K

 Flavor tagged by charge of kaon

 Flavor mis-tagging due to 𝐜 ҧ𝐜𝐬 ҧ𝐬 events

 Irreducible background due to DCS decay

 ROE method with higher mis-tagging 

rate and lower purity

 D* & ROE methods, almost double D0/ഥD0 sample

 A reduction of ~15% of sstst on ACP



Performance with D0
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 Belle II vertex resolution, ~2 better than BaBar

 Decay time resolution 0.14ps,  ~2 better than Belle, 

 Increased tracking volume in SVD & CDC ⇒ ~30% higher KS

efficiency

 Improved PID with better K/p separation relative to Belle



Charm from e+e−⟶cതc
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 Reconstructed D0 with 2.62 fb-1 data

 Belle II is ready for charm physics



Prospects for charm at Belle II
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 The following projections are extrapolated from Belle results 

 Assumption: most of systematics scale with statistics

 Maybe (other) sources of systematics errors that do no scale

with statistics, that show up in very high statistics samples.

 Belle II will have high statistics control samples to keep

them under control

 The detector improvements w.r.t. Belle will be helpful, but

their effect is not included in these extrapolations unless 

Otherwise stated.



Wrong-sign D0 -> K+ p-
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 Time-depend ratios of WS to RS decay rates with CP conservation

PRL 112, 111801
dKp: relative strong phase



Wrong-sign D0 -> K+ p-
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0.976ab-1 5 ab-1 20 ab-1 50 ab-1

NO CPV dx’2(10-5) 22 7.5 3.7 2.3

dy’(%) 0.34 0.11 0.056 0.035

CPV

allowed

dx’(%) 0.37 0.23 0.15

dy’(%) 0.26 0.17 0.10

d|q/p| 0.197 0.089 0.051

df(o) 15.5 9.2 5.7

 About factor 8-10 better



Self-conjugated D0 -> Ks p+ p-
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 Time-depend Dalitz analysis allows a 

direct measurement of (x, y), |q/p| and 

Arg(q/p)= f

 Belle used 1.23×106 sample, rich physics process

PRD 89, 091103(R)

 RS: K*- p+

 WS:  K*+ p-

 CP+: KSf0

 CP-: KSr



Self-conjugated D0 -> Ks p+ p-
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 Expected Belle II sensitivity

 A significantly improved sstat

 Irreducable uncertainty is Dalitz model

 (dominant) Dalitz model uncertainty

 (promising) model independent approach



Wrong-sign D0 -> K+ p- p0
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 Time-depend Dalitz analysis

PRL 103, 211801

 veto no D0-ഥD0 mixing @ three-body decay 3.2s



Wrong-sign D0 -> K+ p- p0
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 For 50 ab-1 data, there are (about) 225K D0 -> K+ p- p0 events

 MC study,  smear exponential time with Gauss (s=140 ps)

 Without considering background effect

 BaBar results @ MC production, fixed d and r0 fixed

 An order of magnitude better than BaBar, if no background

 Statistical uncertainty only

 More improvement from ROE method 

sx’ = 0.057%

sy’ = 0.049%

CPC 41, 023001



Time-integrated CP asymmetry ACP
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 For Belle II 50 ab-1 data, ACP  with precision of order 0.1%



SCS decay D0→KS
0

KS
0
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 Direct CPV @ SCS decay:  order 10-4, interference of tree and

penguin amplitudes. 

 SCS decay: sensitive to contribution by strong penguin operator

 Promising channel, CPV can be as large as 1% in SM

 ACP: true CP asymmetry

 Aϵ
K: different strong interaction of K0/ഥK0 with detector material

 AFB: forward-backward production asymmetry of D0

 Aϵ
±: from different detection efficiencies for p

Normalization mode

D0→KS
0𝝅𝟎



SCS decay D0→KS
0

KS
0
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PRL 119, 171801

 Due to KS
0KS

0 , asymmetry from Aϵ
K is null 

 Dominant uncertainty by ACP(D0→KS
0𝝅𝟎).

 With Belle II 50 ab-1 data, sstat = 0.23%



SCS decay 𝐃+ ⟶ 𝛑+𝛑𝟎
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 Because CPV in p+p0 is tiny in SM, any CP asymmetry found 

would point to NP

 ACP: true CP asymmetry

 AFB: forward-backward production asymmetry of D0

 Aϵ
±: from different detection efficiencies for p

Normalization mode

𝐃+ ⟶ 𝛑+𝐊𝐒
𝟎

 Belle: 0.921 ab-1 data

 Belle II: 50 ab-1 data

 sstat = 0.2-0.4%

PRD 97, 011101(R)



D0 -> gf and gr
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 Direct CPV in radiative decays can be 

enhanced by chromomagnetic dipole 

operators PRL 109, 171801

 ACP up to several % 

 MC study: (similar) veto D0 -> Vp0 by 

p0 neutral network and D0 mass resolution 

PRL 118, 051801

Belle ssta Belle  II: sstat

0.976 5 15 50

D0 -> gr 0.152 0.07 0.04 0.02

D0 -> gf 0.066 0.03 0.02 0.01



Summary and outlook
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 SuperKEKB & Belle II are excellent platform for charm physics

 Phase III already started in 2019

 Belle II will collect 50 ab-1 data

 Belle II has better D0 decay time resolution, KS & neutrals

reconstruction, PID and D0 tag than Belle

 Better precision on x and y variables is expected

 ACP  with precision of order 0.1% is expected

 More details at Belle Physics Book arXiv:1808.10567



Expected Belle II precision
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